
 

"IPT Fuel Gift Card", Designed to Fuel your Holidays! 

 

It feels a lot like Christmas... with the holidays' special design and unique packaging of the "IPT Fuel 
Gift Card"! 
 
"IPT Fuel Gift Card" is the ideal gift you can offer to your loved ones during this magical season. It is 
a cashless solution that allows them to enjoy the holidays without worrying about cash, while 
benefiting from fuel refill, lubricants change, and car wash on most IPT stations. Customized to fit 
everyone's needs, "IPT Fuel Gift Card" is available in different amounts and can be refilled. It is 
secured with a Pin Code, and can be accessed online to monitor spending. This is not all! It allows its 
users to accumulate points... Read more 
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Keep your eyes on the Fuel Prices Updates 
on Al Jadeed TV, Sponsored by IPT 

Are you monitoring the "Fuel Prices" on a weekly 
basis? IPT is making it much easier for you. 
 
Now, you can stay up-to-date by watching the 
"Fuel Prices" section on Al Jadeed TV, each 
Wednesday at the end of the evening news, 
sponsored by IPT. If you are preparing your fuel 
expenditure budget for the upcoming months, 
we help you plan it the accurate way; you can 
always refer to the "Fuel Prices" page on IPT 
website... Read more 
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Win your Gifts with IPT and Credit Libanais 

You can't get along with this long list of gifts you 
still need to buy? We've got you covered; 
because IPT has partnered again this year with 
Credit Libanais bank to help you win gifts, the 
easy way! Participate in Credit Libanais' 
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"Be An Eco-driver" by Avoiding Idling 

Stuck in the holiday season traffic jam? 
Try to avoid idling! Turn off your engine 
when you stop for more than 1 minute. 
Idling for more than 30 seconds wastes 
fuel and produces additional pollution. 

This advise is brought to you by Eco-
leaf, IPTEC's character that symbolizes 
the green nature. After all, less pollution is 
the best gift we owe to mother nature. 
 
Download IPTEC's Eco-driving license to 
know more about the 15 easy tips that you 
can apply on a daily basis to become an 
Eco-driver, and preserve your health and 
environment.  
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competition on Instagram for a chance to win 
"IPT Fuel Gift Cards"... Read more 

Live the Holiday cheer with IPT, by following our 
hashtag #IPT_Holidays on social media. 
   

 

WEEKLY FUEL PRICES 

Local Fuel Prices 19/12/2018 

Gasoline 95 22,900 L.L. -500 L.L. 

Gasoline 98 23,600 L.L. -400 L.L. 

Diesel 17,300 L.L. -700 L.L. 

Gas (LPG) 13,300 L.L. -100 L.L. 
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